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ABSTRACT In maize fields, weeds often appear in patches. Herbicide used can be 
reduced by up to 75% if their application is limited to weed infested areas (spot 
spraying). This can be performed if infested areas can be located. This paper reports on 
work to assess the potential of UV-induced fluorescence in discriminating between maize 
and weeds. The experimental program covered three years where plants were grown and 
measured under contrasting conditions. Plants were grown either in a growth chamber 
under artificial lighting or in a greenhouse under natural sunlight. Measurements were 
performed either in the greenhouse under natural sunlight or in a growth chamber under 
standardized lighting conditions. Several factors were considered: weed type (monocots 
or dicots), leaf side and position of measurement on the leaf. Plant fluorescence was 
induced at wavelengths around 328 nm and fluorescence measured between 400 and 760 
nm. The discrimination between monocots and dicots based on the blue-green 
fluorescence yielded robust models with a classification error between 1.3 and 4.6%. 
From the partial least-square discriminant model, two large bands were chosen in the 
blue-green fluorescence: 400-425 nm and 425-490 nm. A linear discriminant analysis 
based on these two bands provided robust inter-year results with classification errors 
from 1.5% to 5.2%. Discriminating between maize (a monocot) and monocot weeds 
proved more difficult. Robust discrimination can be achieved based on properly 
normalized chlorophyll fluorescence signal and may require recalibration using a small 
sample of maize plants each year or each time a new field is being sprayed. For maize-
monocot discrimination, the error rate for robust discrimination was 15%. Globally, our 
results indicate that weed detection based on UV-induced fluorescence could lower the 
use of herbicides in maize fields and yield economical and environmental benefits. 
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INTRODUCTION Applications of plant-protection products targeted only to field areas 
requiring treatment (spot spraying) can substantially improve pesticide use by lowering 
the cost of plant protection and minimizing the impact on the environment. In weed 
control, potential savings from 9% up to 94% in herbicides have been reported (Panneton 
et al. 2006). However, implementation of spot spraying in commercial agriculture will 
require the development of sensing systems as components in automatic sprayer control 
systems (Miller, 2003). 

For post emergence spraying of herbicides, the detection of weeds in the presence of the 
crop is necessary to perform spot treatment. Several optical techniques were developed 
for this task based on different spectral characteristics and spatial features such as shape, 
texture and plant organization (Brown and Noble, 2005). Approaches based on spectral 
characteristics of reflectance could be effective for some crop-weed systems under well 
controlled conditions (Hahn and Muir, 1994). However, the similarity between the 
spectral characteristics of weeds and crop species makes discrimination quite challenging 
when possible under naturally fluctuating lighting conditions (Brown and Noble, 2005; 
Stafford, 2000; Lutman and Perry, 1999). Despite several decades of investigation, 
reflectance still faces important barriers for field implementation (Slaughter et al. 2008). 
Image analysis can be used to extract spatial features for weed-crop discrimination. Based 
on such features (e.g. perimeter to surface ratio and roundness), discrimination could be 
performed with success rates between 75.0% and 98.6% (Schuster et al. 2007; Weisa and 
Gerhards, 2007). Some of the major difficulties with the spatial features occur when 
plants are heterophyllous (different leaf shapes depending on development stage or 
environmental conditions) or when leaves of the same or different species overlap (Shaw, 
2005). 

UV-induced fluorescence is a rich source of information about plants. Potential 
application of UV-induced fluorescence for species identification was discussed (Cerovic 
et al. 1999). Under ultraviolet (UV) excitation, plant fluorescence emission spectra can be 
segmented as blue-green fluorescence (BGF, 400 to 625 nm band) and chlorophyll 
fluorescence (ChlF) with two peaks, one in the red at 685 nm (RF) and one in the far-red 
at 735 nm (FRF). Both regions are separated by a significant spectral gap (~600–650 
nm). The exact shape of these spectra depends on many factors, some of them being 
plant-species specific. If this specificity is strong enough with regard to the effect of other 
factors, then UV-induced fluorescence spectra can be used as a fingerprint for plant 
species identification. This approach has been investigated for five plant groups 
(herbaceous monocots, herbaceous dicots, conifers, hardwoods, and algae) using 
excitation at 337 nm and measuring the fluorescence at 440, 525, 685, and 740 nm. For 
herbaceous species, monocots can be discriminated from dicots using the ratio of the 
square of the intensity of the 440 nm peak to the non-squared intensity of the 685 nm 
peak (Chapelle et al. 1985). 

This paper reports on work to assess the potential of UV-induced fluorescence in 
discriminating between maize and weeds. The experimental program covered three years 
where plants were grown and measured under contrasting conditions. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS The experimental program spanned over three years 
(2005, 2006 and 2007). Each year, the same species were used. These were in three 
groups (see Table 1 for species names): four Zea Mays (L.) hybrids, four annual 
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monocotyledonous grasses and four annual dicotyledonous weeds. Maize is a 
monocotyledonous plant. In 2005 and 2006, plants were grown in a growth chamber and 
in a greenhouse in 2007. In 2005 and 2006, light was provided by 1000 W metal halide 
lamps at a distance of approximately one meter from the pots giving 511 µmol/m²/s. In 
the greenhouse, high pressure sodium lamps were used to supplement sunlight. For all 
years, the photoperiod was 16 hours of light and 8 hours of darkness. In the growth 
chamber, the temperature was set to 20°C during the day and 12°C at night, with a 
plateau of one hour at 16°C between each changes of temperature. In the greenhouse, the 
maximum temperature was set to 24°C and night temperature was maintained above 
12°C. Plants have grown in 1.07 L pots (127 mm dia.) of soil-less mix (Promix BX, 
Premier Horticulture, Quebec, Canada). Nutrients (20-12-20 at 95 g/L) were dissolved in 
tap water and were applied at every watering. Care was taken to avoid systematic 
temperature and lighting gradients by moving around pots every other day. 

Table 1: List of weed species and maize hybrids and code. 

Plant Group Species or maize hybrids Code 
Maize hybrids Elite 60T05 E 
 Monsanto DKC 26-78 M 
 Pioneer 39Y85 (RR) P 
 Syngenta N2555 (Bt, LL) S 
Monocotyledonous weeds Digitaria ischaemum (Schreb.) I DI 
 Echinochloa crus-galli (L.) Beauv. EC 
 Panicum capillare (L.) PC 
 Setaria glauca (L.) Beauv. SG 
Dicotyledonous weeds Ambrosia artemisiifolia (L.) AA 
 Amaranthus retroflexus (L.) AR 
 Chenopodium album (L.) CA 
 Capsella bursa-pastoris (L.) Med. CB 
 

For each pot, the date of emergence was recorded and fluorescence measurements were 
made between 15 and 20 days after emergence (stage 1) and again on the same plants, 
between 25 and 30 days after emergence (stage 2). Fluorescence was measured on the 
uppermost fully developed leaf. At stages 1 and 2, two measurements were performed on 
each leaf. For the dicotyledons, one spectrum was read of the main leaf vein and another 
one in the leaf blade. For the monocotyledons, one measurement was performed on a 
point near the base of the leaf (lower 25% of the leaf blade) and another one near its apex 
(top 25% of the leaf blade). In 2005 and 2007, measurements were performed in a 
greenhouse under natural daylight. Plants were placed in the greenhouse one hour before 
measurements. In 2006, measurements were performed under metal halide lamps at 500 
µmol/m²/s and 20°C. In 2006, the ambient conditions were stable and selected to be close 
to the mean conditions obtained in 2005 and 2007 in the greenhouse environment 
(averages of 440 µmol/m²/s and 22°C). Each year, the experiment was repeated in time at 
three occasions (3 blocks of data). In each block, there were 8, 4 and 4 specimens of each 
species/hybrid for 2005, 2006 and 2007 respectively. Therefore, the experiments were 
planned to provide a total of 2304 spectra (3 years, 3 blocks, 3 plant groups, 4 
hybrid/species per group, 4 or 8 replicates per hybrids/species and 4 readings for each). In 
the end, some data were rejected for various reasons (growth problems, instrumentation 
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problems…) yielding a validated data set made of 1908 spectra. The sample sizes for 
each of the three plant group are given in Table 2. The monocotyledonous weeds and the 
dicotyledonous weeds will be referred to as monocots and dicots respectively. 

Plant fluorescence was induced by a xenon flash lamp (Spectra-physics Series Q Housing 
60000 with a 5J Xe pulsed arc lamp) controlled by an Oriel 68826 power supply (9 µs 
pulse width). The flash output was coupled to a fiber optic bundle (Oriel 77578) using a 
condensing lens assembly (Oriel 60076) and a bandpass filter centered at 327 nm (20 nm 
FWHM). The induced fluorescence was collected by another fiber-optic bundle (Oriel 
77532) and transported to the spectrograph (Oriel MS125 1/8m). Using a length gauge, 
both fiber optics were positioned 5 mm above the leaf and pointed to the same spot on the 
leaf, 2.3 mm in diameter. The leaf blade was positioned perpendicular to the probe as 
judged by the operator. The spectrograph was modified by the insertion of a high-pass 
filter at the input port (400 nm: 5% at 388 nm and 80% at 405 nm) to cut-off second-
order effects. An ICCD detector (Andor, DH 712-18F/03, 5ns, Phosphor P43) was 
coupled to the spectrograph to record the spectrum in the range from 398 to 760 nm (378 
pixels or wavebands). Fluorescence signals were acquired using the following technique. 
Under ambient light (sunlight in 2005 and 2007 or lamps in 2006) and without the UV 
excitation, 11 spectra were acquired at 10 Hz and averaged. Then, 11 spectra were 
acquired under UV flash excitation (10 Hz) and averaged. The difference between the 
two resulting spectra is the pure induced fluorescence signal. The raw fluorescence 
spectra were smoothed with a moving average filter covering 15 channels (14.4 nm). For 
quality control, means of all the spectra acquired in a given year were plotted together. 
This plot revealed a slight shift in wavelength for the 2005 data set (mean 2005 spectrum 
shifted by 3 to 4 nm towards higher wavelength). The most likely cause for this shift is a 
misalignment of the diffraction grating in 2005. This shift was corrected on the basis that 
the ChlF for all weed species or maize hybrids is due to chlorophyll-a fluorescence only. 
Therefore, the mean location of the FRF peak was forced to 735 nm by applying a 
uniform wavelength shift for each year. After shifting, the spectra were truncated to the 
400 nm to 755 nm range. 

Table 2:  Sample sizes. 

 2005 2006 2007 
Maize 375 128 121 
Monocotyledonous weeds 362 177 102 
Dicotyledonous weeds 353 165 125 
 

All data processing has been performed using custom scripts and the PLS_Toolbox (Wise 
et al. 2006) version 5.2.2 under Matlab™ and custom scripts and packages under the 
statistical computing environment R (R Development Core Team, 2009). Unless 
otherwise stated, default options were retained when using the PLS_Toolbox and R 
packages. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  Mean fluorescence spectra show clear differences 
between maize, monocots and dicots (Fig. 1). The spectra were normalized by the 
division of the whole spectra by the integral in the 570-620 nm band as defined 
previously (Panneton et al. 2008). In the BGF, the amplitudes of the spectra followed the 
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same order with respect to plant groups for all years. In the ChlF band, there was no 
consistent order. The amplitude of the BGF for the monocots in 2006 was comparable to 
the magnitude of the BGF for maize (maize) in 2005 and 2007. These observations 
indicated that good distinction between the three plant groups should be obtained on a 
yearly basis (i.e. calibration and prediction tested on the same yearly data set) in 
agreement with previous results (Longchamps et al. 2009). However, a classification 
model calibrated on a data set (here a given year) may not be robust when applied to new 
data acquired under different conditions (here a different year). Finally, mean spectra 
revealed that classification in two groups (monocots and dicots, maize being a monocot) 
should be robust. Accordingly, a two-step approach was implemented where in a first 
step, plants are classified as monocots or dicots and in a second step, monocots are 
classified as weeds or maize.  

 

Figure 1: Mean normalized spectra. Averaged over year and plant group. 

Monocot-Dicot discrimination based on the full fluorescence emission spectra For 
the first step, a Partial Least-Square Discriminant Analysis (PLSDA) was used to build a 
classification model based on the whole fluorescence spectra. One model was computed 
for each of the three years. Results (left-side of Table 3) showed cross-validation errors of 
1.7%, 1.7% and 3.7% for years 2005, 2006 and 2007 respectively. Applying these models 
to data sets from the other two years resulted in prediction errors ranging from 4.8% to 
13.4%. The prediction errors were clearly larger than the cross-validation errors 
indicating that year-to-year variations were large enough to affect model robustness. 
Boxplots of the mean intensity around the fluorescence peaks for one species for each of 
the three plant groups illustrate these variations (Fig. 2). In the BGF, the relative position 
of each plant did not change and data from 2005 and 2007 were very similar, while there 
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was an increase in 2006, which was more pronounced for the monocot plant (DI). In the 
ChlF area (both RF and FRF), the patterns between species varied from year to year 
although the maize consistently showed lower ChlF. These observations provided an 
indication that working solely with the BGF part of the spectra might offer better year-to-
year robustness. 

Table 3:  Cross-validation and prediction errors for the PLSDA model on full and BGF 
spectra and, for LDA model on two bands (400-425 nm and 425-490 nm) for monocot–
dicot discrimination. Row headings identify the year of the calibration data set. 
Numerical column headings give the year used to test the model. Terms on the diagonal 
are cross-validation errors.  

 PLSDA  LDA 
 Full spectra  BGF spectra  Two bands in BGF 
 2005 2006 2007  2005 2006 2007  2005 2006 2007 
2005 1.7% 4.8% 9.2%  1.2% 1.7% 3.9%  1.6% 2.1% 5.2% 
2006 5.3% 1.7% 11.0%  1.3% 1.9% 4.6%  1.5% 1.7% 4.3% 
2007 13.4% 6.4% 3.7%  1.8% 2.2% 3.7%  2.0% 2.6% 5.0% 
 

 

Figure 2: Box plots of blue fluorescence (BF: 420–450 nm), red fluorescence (RF: 675–
695 nm), and far-red fluorescence (FRF: 725–745 nm) per year for CB, DI, and M. 
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Normalized data. FRF and RF were amplified by a factor of 2 to improve the readability 
of the graphs. The abbreviations labeling the horizontal axis refer to the code given in 
Table 1. 

Monocots-Dicot discrimination based on BGF Using BGF alone, yearly PLSDA 
models resulted in cross-validation errors of 1.2%, 1.9%, and 3.7% for years 2005, 2006, 
and 2007, respectively (centre portion of Table 3). These errors were almost equal to the 
ones obtained with models based on the full spectra. The prediction errors were 
significantly reduced and ranged between 1.3% and 4.6%. These prediction errors were 
about four times lower than the one calculated from the full spectrum confirming that 
discrimination based on BGF alone was more robust than discrimination based on the full 
fluorescence spectra. A detailed analysis (not shown) of the PLSDA model indicated that 
a discrimination model based on the integral of the signal in two bands at 400-425 nm 
and 425-490 nm  could be sufficient (i.e. spectra reduced to 2 numbers per plant). 
Accordingly, linear discriminant models (LDA) based on these two bands were 
computed. Models were calibrated on yearly data sets and tested using cross-validation 
and prediction on data from the two other years. The resulting model was accurate and 
robust with both cross-validation and prediction errors being smaller than 5.2% (right 
section of Table 3). Boxplots (Fig. 3) showed that most of the confusion was between the 
monocot DI and the dicot CB and there were more outliers with monocots. Maize hybrids 
were tightly grouped and clearly distinct from the dicots. 

 

Figure 3: Boxplots of projection of the 2007 data on the discriminant axis defined using 
the 2005 data. The abbreviations labeling the horizontal axis refer to the code given in 
Table 1. 
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Monocot-Maize discrimination Once the monocot group is isolated, it should be split 
into two groups: corn and monocotyledonous weeds. This was attempted using PLSDA 
models based on the full normalized fluorescence spectra resulting in prediction errors as 
high as 46% (data not shown). Using only the BGF portion as for monocot-dicot 
discrimination produced even higher prediction errors (up to 51%, for a two-class 
problem, an error of 50% is equivalent to pure chance). BGF spectra emitted by corn and 
monocots (averaged per year) were highly similar whereas there were more differences 
between the mean spectra of each year (averaged over plant group) (Fig. 4).  

 

Figure 4: BGF spectra for the two groups and the three years, normalized by the integral 
in the 415-455 nm band.  
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Figure 5: Mean ChlF spectra for the two groups and the three years,normalized by the 
integral in the 415-455 nm band.  

 

These small differences in BGF spectra indicated that normalization by the integral in the 
415-455 nm band might be more appropriate for maize-monocot discrimination. This 
normalization was retained for further analysis. 

In the ChlF region, differences between maize and monocot weeds were measured each 
year with the ChlF from corn being smaller (Fig. 5). However there was considerable 
year-to-year variation. The probability densities for the mean ChlF (670-755 nm) after 
normalization were estimated using a Gaussian kernel. Estimates were computed for each 
plant class and each year (Fig. 6). The densities have a similar shape but the scales are 
different. On a single dimension (ChlF), discrimination between two classes (here corn 
and monocots) amounts to setting a threshold. Setting a threshold corresponding to the 
85% quantile for the probability distribution of the ChlF for maize resulted in a 
classification error of 14.3%, 15.9% and 15.7% for years 2005, 2006 and 2007 
respectively. This error rate was constant from year to year indicating robustness. This 
approach has the implication that the model will need to be recalibrated by estimation of 
the probability distribution of the corn ChlF as often as required (new corn hybrid, 
different growth season…).  
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Figure 6: Estimated probability densities of ChlF intensity for each class and each year. 
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CONCLUSION The discrimination between monocots and dicots based on the blue-
green fluorescence yielded robust models with classification error from 1.5% to 5.2%. 
For maize-monocot discrimination, the error rate for robust discrimination based on the 
estimation of the probability density distribution of ChlF was 15%. Globally, our results 
indicate that weed detection based on UV-induced fluorescence has potential for lowering 
the use of herbicides in maize fields and yield economical and environmental benefits. 
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